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Pretty Ice + Floral Tea = Heavenly Iced Tea  

posted May 21, 2015 | yields 2 servings 

For the Pink Lemon cubes: Cut the pink lemon into round slices, then in half again to 

get the wedge. Line an ice cube tray with one slice and fill with freshly squeezed lemon 

juice. I used a combination of pink lemon juice and eureka lemon juice- two cups in 

total. Pink lemons are gorgeous & fragrant, but also a bit pricey. So I opted to mix a bit 

of both juices together. The pink lemon is really for show anyway. 

For Tea cubes: line each slot with a small pinch of loose tea leaves from whatever tea 

your brewing. Make the tea according to your taste and allow it to cool slightly before 

pouring into the molds. You'll need two cups in total. Be sure to strain all the tea leaves 

from the teapot out before pouring into the mold. Otherwise there will be too many tea 

leaves in the final cubes, which is not so fun to chew on when drinking the beverage. (I 

brewed mine in a 2-cup measuring cup, then strained it into another measuring cup for 

ease of pouring). Pop tray into the freezer overnight and away you go! 

Heavenly Iced Tea | yields 2 servings 

I don't like my tea 'sweet', so I opted for the minty flavor of the simple syrup to round 

out the floral & citrus notes of the tea. Serve cold, with lots of pretty ice cubes and a 

fancy straw! 

2 cups prepared black or herbal tea  

4 tablespoons Mint Simple Syrup  

2-3 fruit, herb or floral-infused ice cubes per glass 

Brew tea according to your taste. Chill, add Mint Simple Syrup and pour over ice. Enjoy 

with lemon slices or fresh mint.  

Mint Simple Syrup: combine 1 cup sugar and 2 cups cold water in a medium saucepan, 

along with a large bunch of fresh mint. Adjust the amount of mint to your taste. I like 

mine super minty, so I add a lot of mint. Allow sugar to dissolve and then cool syrup in 

the pan with mint leaves for 2-3 hours. This will allow the mint to fully infuse into the 

syrup. Strain into a clean jar and store in the fridge for up to 3-4 weeks.  

 


